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Abstract
Credit lending institutions often obtain credit data from third parties to make lending decisions. There are three major
credit data providers (credit bureaus) in the United States. The credit reports that are obtained from these sources are
not the same for the same individual for many reasons. The major sources of the data for these credit bureaus are the
lending institutions themselves. Nevertheless, lending institutions do not report the performance of their customers to
all three bureaus for cost considerations. As a result, there is discrepancy in the credit data pulled from credit bureaus.
In this paper, we argue that variables based on merged credit bureau reports are more accurate than variables based on
just single-bureau reports. Models estimated using data from individual credit bureaus have larger mean square errors
relative to a model estimated using the merged data. Our results also show that the merge model possesses more
predictive power than any of the individual credit bureau models. This is shown using Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
and C-statistic.
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1. Introduction
Lending institutions obtain credit reports on their customers on a continuous basis from credit bureaus. As a matter of
fact, these reports are obtained by lending institutions throughout the life-cycle of their customers’ loans. In the
front-end, loan approvals are based on credit bureau reports. In the back-end, decisions such as activations of credit
cards, re-issues of credit cards, and collections of delinquent loans are all based on credit reports along with the
customers’ performance on their debt payments.
There are three different credit bureau agencies in the United States. Lending institutions do not pull reports from all
three agencies. Instead, they just get reports from one of the credit bureaus. Alternatively, some lending institutions
pull one report for each consumer from either one of the credit bureau agencies based on a zip preference table.
Supposedly, in each zip code area, a preferred credit bureau agency is identified. However, in most cases this
preference is based on the coverage of the credit bureau and not necessarily the accuracy of the reports the credit
bureau provides. Either way, only one (or at best two) credit report is pulled for each applicant of a credit or an existing
customer. The main reason for this is to minimize the cost of pulling reports. Different credit bureau agencies have
different data collection methodologies. The way each stores data for future use is also different. Another source of
difference arises from the fact that most lenders do not report their customers’ information to all three credit bureaus,
instead they report them to one or two at best. Therefore, credit bureau variables obtained from the files of the credit
bureau agencies will not be the same for the same individual. Hence, we argue that variables generated from credit
bureau files are not the same and as such are not free from errors. For this reason, very few lenders make the choice of
merging the files of two or even three credit bureaus and then generating variables from the merged files. Merging
credit files of the three bureaus is not an easy task. There are two main steps involved in the merging process –
de-duplication and selection. De-duplication is the process of identifying duplicate trade lines within the same credit
bureau and across all three bureaus. Within the same credit bureau, the same trade line could be listed more than once
with different information. Across credit bureaus, only one duplicate trade line must be kept when merging the files.
Once duplicates trade lines are identified, selection of which trade line to retain is determined. Obviously, a series of
steps is involved in the selection process. Needless to mention that unique trade lines across the bureaus are also kept.
Unique trade lines specific to a credit bureau are the result of lending institutions reporting their customers’ activities
to this credit bureau only. The only way merge variables and specific bureau variables for an individual consumer are
identical is when all credit bureaus have identical information for the individual in question. In dealing with credit
bureau variables for so long, we have yet to see identical variables across bureaus for the same individual. The choice
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of the credit bureau lenders make is not only important when deciding whether to extend loans to applicants or not, but
also when using this information later in predictive modeling. If a lender uses only one credit bureau for information,
then this bureau information will be used in the lender’s modeling efforts at later stages of the credit life-cycle.
Using carefully designed merging algorithm, we argue that information obtained from the merged files are more
accurate than information obtained from a single bureau file. We are not claiming that merged files will eliminate all
the errors. It is possible that the trade line that is retained in the selection process could contain errors. Therefore,
variables generated from a single bureau files are measured with errors. Merged files may also contain some errors,
but to a lesser degree.
One would hope that variables obtained from a merged file will, in general, be more predictive than variables obtained
from a single bureau file. There might be one exception. For example, if credit bureau 1 was used for approving
applicants for loans, one would expect variables generated from credit bureau 1 file to have more prediction power
than the other two bureaus files. Does this undermine the value of merge? Absolutely not, what matters here is the
accuracy of the credit information of a particular applicant of credit or an existing customer. Obviously this is a case of
errors-in-variables (EIV). The variables obtained from single credit bureau files are measured with errors due to the
differences across bureaus mentioned above.
In an interesting article, DeVaro and Lacker (1995) describe a method of estimating logit models of discrimination
under a range of assumptions about the magnitude of error in variables. They show that the bias in the discrimination
coefficient varies with measurement errors and other basic model parameters. Their method basically corrects for
known measurement error, and can gauge the sensitivity of parameter estimates to errors in variables. However, in
practice it is difficult to measure the magnitude of the error. The present paper does not suggest estimation techniques
in the presence of such errors. We, however, deal with EIV to the extent that they serve the purpose of the paper. There
is a good body of literature on the subject of EIV models - see for example, Carroll, Ruppert and Stefanski, 1990, and
1995; Stefanski, and Carroll, 1985, 1987, and 1990; Fuller, 1992; Wansbeek and Meier, 2000; Hsiao and Wang, 2000;
Newey, 2000; and Li 2002. Our intent here is to compare data obtained from a single bureau as opposed to data
obtained from merging files of the three credit bureaus. To our knowledge, there is no published empirical evaluation
of the predictive performance of a single bureau data vs. merged bureau data. The aim of the present paper is to report
such evaluation.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the theoretical framework. In Section 3, we describe the
data used and report the results. In Section 4 we wrap it up with some concluding remarks.
2. The Theoretical Framework
As mentioned earlier, there are three credit bureau agencies in the United States – Experian, Equifax and TransUnion.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the model for a single bureau has only one independent variable and that
the model is specified without an intercept. Therefore, we have the following equation:
=

+ε

(i = 1, 2, … , n)

is the dependent variable,
is the unobservable independent variable,
where
ε is the error term. We assume that ε ~ (0, σ ) and cov( ,ε ) = 0, , .

(1)
is the unknown coefficient, and

The model in (1) is the true model we would hope to estimate. However, the true value of the independent variable is
not known due to measurement errors. Following convention, let us assume that the true value of the independent
variable is specified as follows:
=

+

(2)

is the independent variable whose value is obtained from data of a single credit bureau (measured with
Where
errors) andʋ is the error term associated with this variable, which is unobservable. Let us further assume that ~ (0,
σ ),
and
are uncorrelated, and cov( , ) = 0, , .
To get the estimable counterpart of the model in (1), we substitute equation (2) into equation (1). Hence, we get:
=

+ (

+ )

(3)

where ( +ε ) is the new error term for the actual model to be estimated. Notice that the variance of the error term of
the true model (1) is σ and the variance of the error term of the actual model to be estimated in (3) is ( σ + σ ). It
is clear that the latter variance is greater than the former variance. Therefore, the actual model we estimate with a
single bureau data has a greater variance for the error term than the true model where the single bureau variables are
unobservable. Similarly let us assume that the merge model is given by:
=
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where
is the dependent variable,
is the unobservable independent variable, is the unknown coefficient, and
is the error term. We assume that ~ (0, ),
and
are uncorrelated, and cov( , ) = 0, , . Furthermore,
let the estimable counterpart of (4) given by:
=
+ and the new error term is (
Where =
make the following testable hypotheses.

+ (

+ )

+ ) with variance (

(5)
+

). Given the above formulations we

Hypothesis 1: The variance of the error term of an individual bureau model ( + ) will, in general, be different
across bureaus. This difference results from the fact data obtained from different credit bureaus is different based on
the justifications given above. Therefore, it is not expected to have similar results for the models developed using data
from different credit data sources for the same individuals.
Hypothesis 2: The variance of the error term for the merge model is smaller than the variance of the error term of any
individual bureau model i.e. (
+ ) ≤ ( σ + σ ). This stems from the fact that merged credit bureau files
eliminate duplicate trade lines, keep only the selected duplicate trade line, and also keep unique trade lines across
credit bureaus. To test this hypothesis, we use the mean square error (MSE) which is the variance of the error term
divided by the degrees of freedom.
Hypothesis 3: Models generated using merge data will, in general, be more predictive than models generated using
individual bureau data. This generous assumption is not always guaranteed to be true. If a lending institution uses a
specific credit bureau data for its front-end decisions, one would expect a model that uses this specific bureau’s data to
be superior over any other model that uses data from any other source including merged data.
The models in (1) and (4) fall under the class of models known as errors-in-variables (EIV) models. In the context of
linear models with the classical assumptions about the error term, it is well known that errors-in-variables cause biased
and inconsistent estimates and the coefficient estimates are smaller than what they would have otherwise been. In the
context of models with binary choice, EIV also result in asymptotically biased estimates of the parameters. Several
bias correction methods are introduced in the literature.
3. Data and Results
In this section we use variables generated from single bureau reports and merged reports to test the three hypotheses
above.
3.1 Data
The data used for this empirical section is obtained from a source that requested to be anonymous. Credit reports on
existing customers are obtained from credit bureaus archives at the time of application for credit. The loan
performance of these customers has been assessed by the lender and they have either defaulted or not defaulted during
the performance window. The idea is then to predict the performance of new applicants given the characteristics
identified by the logistic model. From the credit reports variables are generated and then the file is merged with the
performance file which indicates whether a customer had defaulted or not. The final file thus contains the credit
bureau variables and the performance indicator. One-thousand subjects were sampled from a pool of large objects. We
have sampled in such a way that we have equal numbers of event (default) and non-event (non-default), i.e. 500 each.
Credit bureau variables from the files of three credit bureaus were generated by the anonymous source for the same
subjects. Also, variables for the merged files of the credit bureaus’ files were generated by the anonymous source. We
use logistic regression to estimate the models of the three credit bureaus’ data as well as the merged data. Logistic
regression is the most widely used form of binary regression [see for example, Berkson (1951), Cox (1970), Efron
(1975), and Pregibon (1981)]. We will refer to the three credit bureaus as CB1, CB2 and CB3. This is not in the same
order in which they are listed above. This was necessary to keep the credit bureaus anonymous.
3.2 Results
Using more than 200 credit bureau variables, we ran logistic regressions on the data based on single credit bureau files
as well as data based on the merged credit bureau file. The variables that turned out be predictive in all models are
listed in Table 1 with their definitions.
We let each model freely select the most predictive variables given the same set of selection criteria- stepwise. The
stepwise method adds and removes variables based on the selection criteria specified. As a result, different models
have different predictive variables - though some of the variables are common across models. The two variables
the number of mortgage trade lines ever and
- the number of months since most recent trade line was opened (a
dummy variable) turned out to be significant and common across all models. For each regression model result, we
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display the coefficients estimate and the standard error of each coefficient estimate. The variables that were significant
at the 5% level of significance were kept. The logistic regression results are shown in Table 2.
From these results, we obtain some model performance (prediction) measures such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic (KS), C-statistic and Mean Squared Error (MSE). These measures are presented in Table 3.
Our results show that the MSE differ across credit bureaus and this supports Hypothesis 1. The results also indicate
that the MSE of the merge model is smaller than any of the single bureau models in supports Hypothesis 2. It is also
interesting to notice that the merge model is more predictive than the single bureau models as we have generously
hypothesized (see the KS and C-statistic values). This finding supports Hypothesis 3.
To eliminate any bias in these results due to having different predictive variables in different models as a result of the
stepwise selection procedure, we also ran logistic regressions using the same set of variables in all four models and
calculated these measures. The results are summarized in Table 4. Based on these results, the same conclusions arrived
above hold. In particular, the merge model has the lowest MSE and is more predictive than the single bureau models as
shown by higher KS and C-statistic values.
What do these findings mean to the lending financial institutions? It is very critical for the lending financial
institutions to have accurate credit data on their applicants for loans. The decision whether to extend a loan to an
applicant depends on the accuracy of the information obtained from the bureaus. With erroneous data, it is possible to
extend a loan to an applicant that would have, otherwise, been declined or vice versa. Not only this, but also the
accuracy of the data is needed by the lending institutions during the stages of customers’ accounts management and
predictive modeling. As such, it is not sufficient for these lending institutions to rely on obtaining files from a single
credit bureau. The benefits of merged files were seen in the results above. As we mentioned above, lending institutions
use single-bureau files to reduce their cost of obtaining data. The question that remains to be answered is: do the
benefits of merged files (i.e. obtaining data from all three sources) outweigh the costs? We believe in sub-prime
lending it is very essential to get accurate files on applicants, and as such, the benefits of merged files outweigh the
cost of pulling these credit files. In prime lending, this question should be looked at on a case by case basis.
4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we argue that variables generated from merged credit files are not only accurate compared with variables
generated from a single credit file, but they also have greater predictive power. Using simplified assumptions about
the structure of the error terms, we have shown that the actual models we estimate using a single bureau data have
larger variance for the error term than the error term of the true models with unobservable independent variable. Our
results show that models estimated using variables from merged credit files have lower MSE and have better
prediction power than models estimated using variables generated from a single credit file. Intuitively this makes
sense as well. The merging algorithm combines the files of the three bureaus and makes the best out of them.
Information that is lacking in one bureau file is obtained from the other two bureaus files and vice versa. Lending
institutions must rely on data obtained from all three sources as long as the cost of doing so is less than the benefits
found in merged files.
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Table 1. Definitions of predictive variables
Variable

Definition
Number of mortgage trade lines ever
Number of currentlty30-day rated delinquent trade lines
Number of inquiries in credit file
Number of trade lines opened in the last 6 months
Dummy Variable: number of months since most recent trade line was opened
Dummy Variable: number of months since most recent collection occurred
Number of Installment trade lines ever
Number of trade lines that were opened in the last 12 months
Sum of monthly payments for all open Revolving trade lines
Number of open trade lines never delinquent and have balance >= $1,000
Number of inquiries in the last 3 months
Number of 30-day revolving trade lines in the last 13-24 months
Number of open Finance company trade lines with balance
Percentage of open trade lines with balance never reported delinquent
Revolving Burden
Number of open charge card trade lines
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Table 2. Estimates of the parameters of the three individual bureau models and the merge
CB1

Predictive
Variables

CB2

CB3

Merge

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

Estimate

SE

-0.2810

0.0305*

-0.1667

0.0440*

-0.1313

0.0283*

-0.1961

0.0270*

0.7346

0.2727*

0.0295

0.0074*

0.1170

0.0573*

0.2204

0.0619*

1.1382

0.2250

*

1.0827

*

0.8583

0.2265*

1.2650

0.2072*

0.3162

*

1.3534

*

0.8642

0.3288*

1.0301

0.2168

0.3931

*

0.0496

0.0150

0.1183

0.0363*

0.1362

0.0282*

0.0008

0.0003

*

0.0011

0.0003*

-0.0690

0.0114

*

0.1249

0.0450*

0.0415

0.0127*

0.1342

*

0.1124

0.0528*

-0.1329

0.0210*

0.0591

0.1933

0.0468*
*

0.6222

0.1857

-0.0093

0.0015*

0.0079

0.0022*

*

Note: SE stands for the standard error of the estimate and ( ) indicates the estimate is significant at the 5% level of lower.

Table 3. Models performance measures - stepwise variable selection method
KS

C-Statistic

MSE

CB1

38.40

0.752

0.2040

CB2

39.20

0.761

0.2005

CB3

41.20

0.768

0.1955

CB Merge

44.80

0.787

0.1899

Table 4. Models performance measures - all predictive variables included

70

KS

C-Statistic

MSE

CB1

40.40

0.780

0.1905

CB2

42.80

0.775

0.1929

CB 3

42.40

0.774

0.1929

CB Merge

45.20

0.795

0.1841
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